In this paper, modification of product estimator under two-phase sampling was suggested. The modified product estimator was obtained through transformation in two cases using sample mean of auxiliary variables. Case one was when the second sample was drawn from the first sample while case two was when the second sample was drawn from the population. The bias and mean square error (MSE) of the modified product estimator was obtained. The theoretical and numerical validity of the modified product estimator under the two cases were determined to show it superiority to some considered existing product estimators. Numerical results shows that the modified product estimator under the two cases were more efficient than the considered existing estimators.
INTRODUCTION
In sample surveys, auxiliary information is used at both selections as well as estimation stages to improve the efficiency of the estimators. The use of auxiliary information has become indispensable for improving the precision of the estimators of population parameters such as the mean and variance of a variable under study Cochran (1940) and Okafor (2002) . A great variety of techniques such as the ratio, product and regression methods of estimation are commonly known in this regard. Auxiliary information can be used either at the design stage or at the estimation stage or at both the stages. Use of auxiliary information has been in practice to increase the efficiency of the estimators. When the population means of an auxiliary variate is known, so many estimators for population parameter(s) of study variate have been discussed in the literature. When correlation between study variate and auxiliary variate is positive (high) ratio method of estimation is used Cochran (1940) . On the other hand, if the correlation is negative, product method of estimation is preferred (Robson (1957) and Murthy(1967) . In practice, information on coefficient of variation (CV) of an auxiliary variate is seldom known. Sisodia and Dwivedi (1981) suggested a modified ratio estimator for population mean of the study variate. Later on Upadhyaya and Singh (1999) derived another ratio and product type estimators using coefficient of variation and coefficient of kurtosis of the auxiliary variate. Singh (1967) utilized information on two auxiliary variate 1 x and 2
x and suggested a ratio-cumproduct estimator for population mean. Singh and Tailor (2005) utilized known correlation coefficient between auxiliary variates 1 2 ( ) x and 2 x . Singh and Tailor (2005) motivates authors to suggest ratio-cum-product estimators of population mean utilizing the information on co-efficient of variation of auxiliary variates i.e. x denote the set of the observation for the study variable Y and X. Let the sample means ( , x y ) be unbiased of the population means of the auxiliary variable X and study variable Y based on the n observations. The use of auxiliary information in sample surveys was extensively discussed in wellknown classical text books such as Cochran (1977) , Sukhatme and Sukhatme (1970) , Sukhatme et al (1984) , Murthy (1967) and Yates (1960) among others. Cochran (1940) was the first to show the contribution of known auxiliary information in improving the efficiency of the estimator of population mean ܻ ത in survey sampling. Assuming the population mean ܺ ത of the auxiliary variable is known, he introduced a ratio estimator of population mean ܻ ത .
If an auxiliary variate X has a negative correlation with study variate Y in SRSWOR scheme and X is known, then the product estimator is:
, p y y x X =
(1) Murthy (1964) has derived expression for the bias and mean squared error of the product estimator as: 
Singh and Choudhury (2012,suggested estimators of population under double sampling scheme. The suggested estimators, biases and mean squared errors are given as:
Theoretical and empirical studies were carried out and the conditions for the efficiency of their estimator over some existing estimators were established and the numerical results revealed that their estimators performed better than the related existing estimators tested. Ray and Sahai (1980) developed the family of ratiotype and product-type estimators for estimating population mean based on simple random sampling and using one concomitant (auxiliary) variable. Using some auxiliary information, it is shown that the family contain estimator which has mean squared error less than the usual ratio, product and mean per unit estimators. Ray and Sahai (1980) proposed a family of ratio-type and product-type estimators as:
and
where K is a non-negative constant and 0 1.
θ ≤ <
The biases are given as:
The mean squared errors are respectively given as: x = Sample mean based on sample yet to drawn
The above modified genera product estimators under the two cases are based on the following assumptions: 
EMPIRICAL STUDY
To analyze the performance of the modified estimator under the two cases in comparison to some other related estimators, three natural data sets are being considered. The sources of the data, the nature of the variates y and x and the values of the various parameters are given as follows Data 1: Yadav, Gupta, Mishra and Shukla ( Table 1 shows the biases, mean square errors and percentage relative efficiency of the modified and some related product estimators using data 1.The results also revealed that the modified estimator has minimum MSE and highest PRE among the considered estimators in case 1, with exception of case 2. This implies that the modified estimator is more efficient under case 1. Table 2 shows the biases, mean square errors and percentage relative efficiency of the modified and some related product estimators using data 2. The results also revealed that the modified estimator has minimum MSE and highest PRE among the considered estimators in case 1, with exception of case 2. This implies that the modified estimator is more efficient under case 1. Table 3 shows the biases, mean square errors and percentage relative efficiency of the modified and some related product estimators using data 3. The results also revealed that the modified estimator has minimum MSE and highest PRE among the considered estimators in case 1, with exception of case 2. This implies that the modified estimator is more efficient under case 1. Table 1 -3 shows the biases, mean square errors and percentage relative efficiency of the modified and some related product estimators using data 1-3. The results also revealed that the modified estimator has minimum MSE and highest PRE among the considered estimators in case 1, with exception of case 2. This implies that the modified estimator is more efficient under case 1.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a product estimator for the estimation of the sample mean using two phase sampling scheme under two cases. The numerical comparison of the estimators under the two cases with some other related existing estimators are shown in Tables 1 to 3where, we observed that the performance of the modified product estimator under case 1 was better than the existing considered related estimator and even better than the estimator under case 2. Hence, recommended for usage in sample survey.
